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Trends in the petrochemical sector

 Global reliance on petrochemical products

 Need and avenues for decarbonization

 Offsetting and trading schemes

 Policy coverage for carbon credits

 Claim scenarios
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good morning – thanks for choosing this session today. I certainly hope you find what you’re looking for.Anyway – enough of that.So we’re going to talk about the trends in the petrochemical sector, discussing the role of petrochemicals in the world and how this looks in the context of decarbonisation the energy transition. A key aspect of the transition is driven by emissions trading schemes and so we are going to look at how the these systems can create challenges or uncertainties when dealing with claims.
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Petrochemicals:
Sector overview

Components used to make products used in many aspects of 
life – 95% of all manufactured good

The world and the way in which we live is dependent 
on petrochemicals

Chemicals derived from oil, coal and natural gas

Increasing sector, increasingly important

Global market of (circa) USD 580 Bn in 2022 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Petrochemicals are essential to the world in which we live, and the reliance is such that petrochemical products touch just about every aspect of modern society – 95% of all manufactured goods include some element of petrochemicals.In basic terms, these are chemical products that are derived from oil and gas, meaning that the industry uses these fossil fuels as a feedstock.Because of this, and unlike many other industries that use oil and gas as a source of energy, the sector’s consumption of oil and gas is due to increase into the future with the world’s insatiable demand for more plastics and fertilizers.This is a global market worth more than half a trillion dollars and is predicted to double over the course of the next 10 years, as we’ll now take a look at.
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Petrochemicals:
Sector overview

Petrochemicals

Chemical and Petrochemical Sector

HVCs Ammonia Methanol Other Chemicals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
90% of all chemicals are petrochemicals. But what do we mean when we use the term petrochemicals?Well, as we’ve just mentioned, those chemical products derived form fossil fuels, which fall into 4 main groupings: High Value ChemicalsMajority of which utilize Naphtha as a feedstock, which will have been distilled in a refinery. HVCs are typically chemicals such as light olefins and aromatics, which are often produced through steam cracking.The demand for HVCs is related to plastic consumption.Ammonia and methanol, which are generally produced from NGAmmonia Ammonia the basis for nitrogen fertilizer and therefore related to food supplies and further, population growthMethanol is a versatile component, used in a range of products from plywood to paintOutside of this, there are various other chemicals which are sometimes grouped into the overall sector, some of which can be made from other non-Petro feedstocks.
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Petrochemical fossil fuel 
utilisation

• Consumption twofold:
• Energy, heating, cracking.
• Feedstock

• Sector expanding, increased consumption

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The global petrochemicals sector is the largest industrial energy consumer. It is only behind transport, having recently overtaken the power sector. Sector consumes fossil fuels in two ways.To provide heat and process energy, to power the plant and the high-energy cracking reactions necessary to derive chemical products.As a feedstock.The split is roughly 55% feedstock to 45% process energy.
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Global demand forecast: Oil

Source: IEA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The next few charts are from the IEA’s World Energy Outlook 2023 report, which was published last week.Here we have Global oil demand by sector and scenario, showing the historic trend from 2000 to now and the forecasted scenarios up to 2050.The IEA model 3 scenarios:1. STEPS – stated policies2. APS – announced pledges3. NZE – Net zeroIn Steps, The latest forecast sees oil demand rising by about 7 million b/d to 109.3 million b/d in 2030, before a gentle decline in the latter half of the 2030s, with oil falling to 100.8 million b/d in 2050. This is a downward revision form the previous year’s forecast by 2.4mbd in 2050.A large portion of this downgrade in the short term at least can be attributed to the uptake in EVs. In 2020, EVs accounted for 4% of global car sales. They are on track to reach 18% in 2023It is clear however that the APS (54m) and NZE (25m) scenarios forecast a much stronger decrease in oil demand, highlighting the difference between what is currently in policy and what is required to achieve goals.Notably, feedstock, the dark purple increases in all scenarios and the vast majority of this sector is petrochemicals.
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Global oil demand by petrochemicals

2022 2050

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If we now compare the proportionate consumption of oil by sector today to that NZE scenario, petrochem goes from a 15% in 2022 share to a 58% share in 2050. This means that most of the oil produced in 2050 will be used in petrochemicals.There are plans and policies to restrict or ban the production and utilization of single-use plastics and to scale up plastics recycling. But these do not prevent an overall increase in global demand for plastics.
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Global demand forecast: Gas

Source: IEA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If we look at gas, each scenario projects an end to growth for gas; future prospects depend largely on the pace and scale of growth in clean power, electrification and efficiency improvements.Petrochemical consumption of gas is used in the production of ammonia and methanol, which accounts for roughly 9% of current industrial gas consumption, at approx. 105 billion cubic metres (bcm) pa. 
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Petrochemicals:
Sector trends
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Market value of petrochemicals worldwide from 2018 to 2022 with a forecast for 2030 (in billion U.S. dollars)The sector will be adding four million of the seven million barrels per day (MMb/d) global oil demand growth predicted between 2020 and 2030.China is massively increasing its domestic petrochemical production. Between 2019 and 2024, China is set to add as much petrochemical capacity as the combined capacity of all OECD countries in Europe and Asia. Short term: 2023 - 2024 cyclical downturn of global market, driven by new capacity coming online, outstripping the growth in demand.Medium to long term: CAGR in global sector of 6% for next 10 years
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Achieving decarbonisation

Source: Wood Mackenzie

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So with such a significant share of the oil and gas consumption into the future, it seems particularly important to consider how the sector can decarbonize in order to reduce emissions.This falls in 4 main levers or actions, which should be tackled in order:First being avoid emitting altogether, with improved operations or productivity.Next steps include improving the efficiency of current processes, leveraging new lower-carbon technologies – and then finally compensating residual emissions using carbon offsets.
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Source: McKinsey & Company

Operational 
improvements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Considering improvements and new technologies, there are a number of operation levers that can actioned. A study looking at this aspect when considering European chemical producers, identified that 4 elements were key:Steam generation 25-30%Heat Int – ElecElec effAll of which could potentially reduce emissions by 50-60% over the next 7-8 years.Describe graph
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New technologies 

• But why?

• Right thing to do…

• To reduce Carbon Credit exposure

Source: Research and Markets

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Furthermore, new tech is expected to provide realistic and sizeable reductions in emissions. CCUS is currently spoken about widely, so we don’t intend to focus on this during this discussion, but this market alone is expected to grow at 14% CAGR over the next 4 years, and will total 4.31bn dollars in 2027.As the technology progresses, there will also a benefit of using the carbon captured as a feedstock.But what is the main driver for all of this?Yes, it is the right thing to do, but this has historically always been enough to affect change.So the driver we are focussing on is a financial one and in this case, is the exposure of carbon credits.
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Emissions Trading Schemes

EU ETS

Incepted: 2005

Sectoral coverage: Domestic 
Aviation, Industry, Power

The use of offsets is not allowed 
(P4)

Average auction price:
USD 83.10

USA – California C&T

Incepted: 2012

Sectoral coverage: Transport, 
Buildings, Industry, Power

Domestic offsets

Average auction price:
USD 28.08

China – Beijing ETS

Incepted: 2013

Sectoral coverage: Transport, 
Buildings, Industry

National offsets

Average auction price:
USD 17.44

38%

www.icapcarbonaction.com/en/compare/

75%

24%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is driven by EMSs, which seek to cap emissions in a jurisdiction.Over 50 ETS’s globally, some in law, some policy and others ‘intended’EU was first in 2005UK has own system as of 2021, prior to this part of EU. Currently B2BMajority based on ‘cap and trade’ approachFinancial incentive for the biggest emitters to cut back

http://www.icapcarbonaction.com/en/compare/
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EU Emission Trading System

• Phases 1 (2005) to 4 (2021 onwards)

• Companies issued a fixed number of allowances dependent on sector/business

• One allowance gives the right to emit one tonne of CO2eq (carbon dioxide equivalent)

• If exceeded, significant fines

• Cut emissions; or 

• Buy extra allowances from a broker or another emitter

• Over time, the cap is reduced

• Allocated an allowance (for set period) proportionate to historical emissions

• Plant must show balanced emissions/allowances – 4 months to balance if required
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 Phase 4: Calculation of Free Allowance of CO2 Allowances linked to production:

• Historical Activity Level (HAL) of an installation calculated as average production 2014-2018

• Benchmark emissions factor for Installation calculated based on average emissions of top 

10% most efficient / greenest producer across industry.

Example: Ammonia Plant, Benchmark is 1.570MT of CO2 to 1MT of Ammonia production

 85% rule for Phase 4:

• Average production over 2-year period must be great than 85% of HAL to retain 100% 

allowance.

• If not, e.g. average 80% of HAL, then lose all allowances to that level in the next year.

 Free Allowance = HAL x Benchmark

Free Allowances

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As benchmark based on most efficient producers means free allowance will not meet all producers emissions for their HALIf you are a bigger pollutant then if you produce HAL you will emit more CO2 than allowances granted so will need to purchase additional from Market.Common complaint – windfall profits – especially for most green producers as may have emissions factor better than benchmark so allocated more CO2 allowances then need if produce HAL so can always sell and benefit. 85% rule: high incentive to make HAL – miss by 1MT can cost millions.When the Free allowance allocation is reduced – e.g. 50% provided. The calculation is still the same - it is still based on HAL not 50% of HAL.Steam Cracking – 0.681
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 There is no international accounting standard (IAS) for accounting treatment of Free Allowances.

 Accounting principles for the treatment of CO2 Allowances similar to other Raw Materials

 Assets in Inventory:

• Purchase allowances recorded as cost.

 For Free Allowances, differing approaches:

• Nil Value Approach

• Fair Value approach

• Free allowances recorded as Inventory at fair value on receipt.

• If sold, recorded as Other Income

 In a claim, at what value / price should CO2 allowances be valued if future losses are allowed?

Accounting Treatments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are specific standards, IAS 38 Intangibles, IAS 37, IAS 20 but directives unclear – PWC Research Shows split between differing approaches by companies across all sectorsWhen a free allowance is reduced, Company simply have to purchase more to have the same volume, which results in an increase in the variable costs of production and reduces the Gross Profit rate.Under IFRS Accounting Standards, the IASB has a project on pollutant pricing mechanisms (e.g. emission trading schemes) on its newly created reserve list. Although identified as a high priority, the IASB concluded there were higher priority projects in the pipeline and the project will only be added to the work plan if capacity becomes available before its next five-year agenda consultation in 2026. � These products can be sold – so isn’t classified as a government grant as can’t sell on a govt grant – whereas this has a saleable market and can be transferred. – Once volume allowance added to inventory indistinguishable form purchased. 
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Free Allowances - Sectors

Sectors
 % Allocated for Free to companies dependent on the sector

 Certain sectors deemed Key and at high risk to relocate outside EU

 Examples (non exhaustive list):

• Extraction of Crude Petroleum

• Manufacture of Refined Petroleum Products

• Manufacture of Industrial Gases

• Manufacture of Plastics in Primary Forms.

 Receive 100% of Free Allowances at start of Phase 4 reducing to 30% by 2030

Source: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=OJ:L:2019:120:FULL

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Full list of industries deemed Key available on EU web page not clear exactly who gets what % of the Free allowance.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=OJ:L:2019:120:FULL
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Key Industry FA benchmark Products

Hydrogen

Steam Cracking

Dolime

Ad
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Lime

Refinery Products

Ho
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al

Newsprint

Nitric Acid

Fine Paper

Iron Casting

Coloured Glass

Float Glass

Ethylene Oxide / Glycols

Mineral Wool

Paper Pulp

Aromatics

Carbon Black
Roof Tiles Steel

Polyvinyl Chloride

Vinyl Chloride Monomer (VCM)

Bricks

Plasterboard

Source: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg_impl/2021/447

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Adipic Acid – used in production of Nylon for multi usesMineral wool  -insulationFine Paper –coated (advertising, books reports catalogs), uncoated (books, magazines)Carbon Black – reinforcing filler in tyres

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg_impl/2021/447
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Carbon Allowances – Fixed or Variable Costs?

Snapshot of Management Accounts

Jul-18 Aug-18 Sep-18 Oct-18 Nov-18

Power generated GWh 24.1 217.7 11.7 284.5 190.2

Power revenues € '000s 1,612 14,470 1,066 19,463 13,171
Fuel costs € '000s (960) (9,171) (607) (12,945) (8,376)
Gas transportation costs € '000s 8 74 4 96 64
Carbon Allowance costs € '000s (137) (1,320) (83) (1,781) (1,180)
Carbon tax € '000s (162) (1,464) (79) (1,907) (1,274)
EMSA € '000s (12) (109) (6) (142) (95)
BSUoS € '000s (64) (470) (31) (615) (411)
OSMA € '000s - - - - -
Start-up & ramp costs € '000s (62) (424) (114) (416) (289)
Station load € '000s - - - - -
Despatch margin € '000s 223 1,586 149 1,753 1,611

Balancing mechanism € '000s 131 263 316 698 587
Ancillary services € '000s 8 48 8 48 36
Scarcity € '000s 1 5 4 5 5
Other € '000s - - - - -

Gross margin € '000s 362 1,902 477 2,504 2,238

Carbon Allowance costs € '000s (137) (1,320) (83) (1,781) (1,180)

Despatch margin € '000s 223 1,586 149 1,753 1,611

BUT FOR LOSS DESPATCH MODEL

01/04/2022 02/04/2022 03/04/2022 04/04/2022 05/04/2022 06/04/2022 07/04/2022 08/04/2022 09/04/2022 10/04/2022

PRODUCTION AND INPUT USAGE
Power MWh 7,373 11,507 11,131 2,696 2,997 2,043 - 3,941 3,101 3,784
Gas Requirement therms (535,776) (799,279) (781,952) (207,298) (222,631) (150,367) - (308,267) (235,346) (275,681)
Carbon Usage MT (2,871) (4,282) (4,190) (1,111) (1,193) (806) - (1,652) (1,261) (1,477)

PRICES
Power € / MWh 292.45 258.95 245.63 270.68 254.48 240.00 - 222.51 233.70 221.60
Gas € / therm 2.85 2.97 2.92 2.55 2.48 2.47 - 2.34 2.40 2.30
Carbon Allowances € / MT 78.00 76.98 75.37 75.00 73.50 73.50 - 73.00 76.75 77.50
Carbon Tax € / MT 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 - 18.00 18.00 18.00
Other € / Unit (2.00) - - (7.91) (6.58) - - (23.05) (21.14) (5.27)

VALUES
Power € 2,156,260 2,979,696 2,734,023 729,763 762,767 490,306 - 876,980 724,666 838,497
Gas € (1,526,960) (2,376,145) (2,284,137) (528,819) (552,124) (371,929) - (720,063) (564,830) (634,065)
Carbon allowances € (223,910) (329,648) (315,767) (83,301) (87,673) (59,216) - (120,572) (96,779) (114,473)
Carbon tax € (51,671) (77,084) (75,413) (19,992) (21,471) (14,502) - (29,730) (22,697) (26,587)
BSUoS, EMSA & GTC € (14,753) - - (21,322) (19,715) - - (90,851) (65,551) (19,956)

Despatch Margin € 338,966 196,819 58,706 76,329 81,784 44,660 - (84,236) (25,191) 43,415

Carbon Usage MT (2,871) (4,282) (4,190) (1,111) (1,193) (806) - (1,652) (1,261) (1,477)

Carbon allowances € (223,910) (329,648) (315,767) (83,301) (87,673) (59,216) - (120,572) (96,779) (114,473)

 Power Plant Accounting of Carbon Allowances:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
power generators buy CO2 allowance– offset in advance against any hedged production or when Day ahead volumes are determined – same as purchase of gas in CC plant. When determine production for a day – purchase Gas and CO2 to match.Free allowances until 2013
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Is there policy cover for Carbon Credits?

• What exactly are we talking about when we say carbon credits?
• 1. Variable Cost, part of Gross Profit
• 2. Loss of future allowances

• Inconsistency with taking savings but not paying future losses

• What can be done to clarify coverage?
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EU Carbon Permit price since inception (EUR)

Phase 1:
2005-2007

Phase 2:
2007-2012

Phase 3:
2012-2021

Phase 4:
2021-2030

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So this issue has become more prominent recently due to a rise in the EU carbon credit price from beginning of phase 4 (2020) has highlighted an issue:Before 2020 losses were relatively insignificant as price lowreduction in availability of allowances resulted in significant price increase
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 Forecasts from seven organisations that model the carbon market.

 Rising CO2 prices is the goal of the EU's climate policy to incentivize industries to 
decarbonize and invest in low carbon technologies. 

The Future – Price Projection

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Green Deal / Fit for 55 COM” scenario in all forecasts above.Main drivers of predictions: Power sector (fuel prices, renewable targets, power demand, coal phase-out policies) and policy parameters MSR thresholds, timing of supply, use of revenues, allocation v auction). Behaviour (hedging, banking allowances) in short-term but less so in long-term.Studies commissioned by German Government
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 Cross Border Adjustment Mechanism – “CBAM”
• Levy on Products entering EU to recognise GHG emissions in production

• Applies to Steel, Fertilizers, Aluminium, Iron, Cement, Ammonia and any Industrial
good containing these.

• Aim to prevent Carbon Leakage

• Aligned with reduction in Free allocation in these sectors.

• Responsibility is with the Importer of the product and not producer.

 Beyond 2030
• No clear planned legislation.

• Free Allowances to be completely phased out.

• Continual restrictions on Carbon Allowances available to buy.

• Carbon Neutrality by 2050.

The Future – Other Considerations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CBAM is a levy on products entering EU to recognise the intrinsic GHG in the product. So EU producers will have to pay for carbon allowances instead of using free allowance to offset but overseas products will be more expensive. Extended to Indirect emissions over time.If part production has occurred in EU before moving outside, then only need to purchase CBAM certificates for excess emissions from outside EU and not previously recognised GHG in scheme
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Scenario 1

• Ethylene plant
• Significant loss

• Loss period: 6 months
• Maximum Indemnity Period: 36 months1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Not considering waiting period in these examples so we not detract from the issue that we’re attempting to highlight
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Scenario 1
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Scenario 1
 BI Loss summary:

• 6 Month outage – and 36 month indemnity period

• Loss of 518,093MT during outage period.

• Fail to produce 85% threshold due to incident and will lose allowances in
subsequent years

 Part 1: CO2 savings calculated to be €31.75 million.

CO2 Saving Summary

Total
CO2 Allowances Saving Calc.

Expected Output MT 606,239             
Actual Output MT 88,145              
Loss of Ethylene Output MT 518,093             

Emissions Factor 0.713                
CO2 Price € / MT 85.95€              

CO2 Saving €'000s 31,750€             
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 But-for-Loss: They would have produced sufficient to maintain Free Allowances

 Due to loss

• Fail to produce 85% Threshold of HAL = Loss of allowances in next year.

• Subsequent year includes ‘loss year’ in 2 year Rolling Average so fail to produce 85%
Threshold of HAL = Additional years of reduced Free Allowances
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Scenario 1

 Part2: Claim for loss of future CO2 allowances is €44.977 million

CO2 Future Allowances

LOSS OF FUTURE ALLOWANCES

Historical Activity Level MT 1,215,632          1,215,632          
85 % HAL threshold MT 1,033,287          1,033,287          

2 Year Rolling Average to Keep Allowances
Year 1 Actual MT 1,099,208          555,221             
Year 2 Required MT 967,367             1,511,353          

Actual Production MT 555,221             1,116,030          
Volume Missed HAL MT 412,146             395,323             

Revised Activity Level MT 827,214             835,625             
Reduction in Activity Level MT 388,418             380,007             

Benchmark Emissions Factor 0.681                0.681                

Loss of Allowances MT 264,512             258,784             523,297             

CO2 Price € / MT 85.95€              85.95€              85.95€              

TOTAL LOSS OF FUTURE ALLOWANCES €'000s 22,735€             22,243€             44,977€             

Year 1 post Loss Year 2 Post 
Loss Total Loss
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Scenario 1

• Can the reduction in carbon emissions be taken as a saving against the loss?
• Is the loss of future allowances covered under the policy?
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Scenario 2

• Ethylene plant
• Minor loss

• Loss period: 1 month
• Maximum Indemnity Period: 24 months
• Additional production factors2
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Amend to match other
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BI Loss Summary

Total
LOSS OF MARGIN

Expected Output MT 96,813              
Actual Output MT -                    
Loss of Ethylene Output MT 96,813              

Average Margin per MT € / MT 324.00€             

Loss of Margin €'000s 31,367€             

CO2 ALLOWANCES SAVING

Emissions Factor 0.713                
CO2 Price € / MT 85.95€              

CO2 Saving €'000s 5,933€              

GROSS LOSS €'000s 25,434€             

 BI Loss summary:

• 31 Day Outage – 1 to 31 December 2023.

• Loss of 96,813MT

• Total Gross Loss €25.4m when including a CO2 saving of €5.9m

Scenario 2

 BUT, Insured claim that 85% Threshold of HAL was missed as a result of Incident so claim for loss of Future Allowances
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CO2 Future Allowances

Total
LOSS OF FUTURE ALLOWANCES

Historical Activity Level MT 1,215,632          
85 % HAL threshold MT 1,033,287          

2 Year Rolling Average to Keep Allowances
Year 1 Actual MT 932,030             
Year 2 Required MT 1,134,544          

Actual Production MT 1,044,861          
Volume Missed HAL MT 89,683              

Revised Activity Level MT 988,446             
Reduction in Activity Level MT 227,186             

Benchmark Emissions Factor 0.681                

Loss of Allowances MT 154,714             

CO2 Price € / MT 85.95€              

TOTAL LOSS OF FUTURE ALLOWANCES €'000s 13,298€             

 But for Loss would have met production Threshold by 7,130MT

 Miss 85% Threshold by 89,683MT

 Loss of Allowances in 2024 = €13.3m

 Total Gross Loss = €38.7m

 Insured were due to meet 85% of HAL if no incident had occurred but that is considerably less than 
HAL. Why?

Scenario 2
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Loss
Period

 When look at historical performance number of issues impacted production:
Maintenance PeriodProduction Stoppage for Market Conditions

Unplanned Outages

Impact of non-loss related production factors
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Scenario 2
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• Is it reasonable that the full loss of future allowances falls to insurers?
• Production factors
• MIP

• Should this be proportionate?
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Scenario 3

• Ethylene plant
• Catastrophic loss

• Maximum Indemnity Period: 12 months
• Loss period: 12 months3
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Scenario 3
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 BI Loss summary:

• 12 Month Outage – 1 January 2023 to 31 December 2023.

• Loss of 1,040,621MT

Scenario 3

BI Loss Summary

Total
LOSS OF MARGIN

Expected Output MT 1,044,995          
Actual Output MT 4,374                
Loss of Ethylene Output MT 1,040,621          

Average Margin per MT € / MT 324.00€             

Loss of Margin €'000s 337,161€           

CO2 ALLOWANCES SAVING

Emissions Factor 0.713                
CO2 Price € / MT 85.95€              

CO2 Saving €'000s 63,772€             

GROSS LOSS €'000s 273,389€           

 Total Gross Loss €273.4m when including a CO2 saving of €63.8m
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 Loss of Free Allowances in 2024 = €38.8m

 Loss of Free Allowances in 2025 = €36.4m

 Total Loss of Free Allowances = €77.2m
CO2 Future Allowances

LOSS OF FUTURE ALLOWANCES

Historical Activity Level MT 1,215,632          1,215,632          
85 % HAL threshold MT 1,033,287          1,033,287          

2 Year Rolling Average to Keep Allowances
Year 1 Actual MT 1,099,208          4,374                
Year 2 Required MT 967,367             2,062,200          

Actual Production MT 4,374                1,116,030          
Volume Missed HAL MT 962,992             946,170             

Revised Activity Level MT 551,791             560,202             
Reduction in Activity Level MT 663,841             655,430             

Benchmark Emissions Factor 0.681                0.681                

Loss of Allowances MT 452,076             446,348             898,423             

CO2 Price € / MT 85.95€              85.95€              85.95€              

TOTAL LOSS OF FUTURE ALLOWANCES €'000s 38,856€             38,364€             77,219€             

Year 1 post Loss Year 2 Post 
Loss Total Loss

 Indemnity Period Limited to 12 months – Future Loss outside of Indemnity Period

 Insured will miss 85% of HAL in year of incident and subsequent year = 2-years of loss of Free Allowance

Scenario 3
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Scenario 3
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• Is it reasonable to exclude the future loss based on the MIP?
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Coverage of Carbon Credit Allowances

• CO2  Allowances are lost in years after minimum requirement of HAL not met

• A loss generates a credit for CO2 allowances not used or not needing to be purchased

• Typical wording provides cover for the loss of gross profit due to a reduction in turnover

• Can a saving be included due to carbon credits not being utlitised?

• In the subsequent years, there is a loss of gross profit from an increase in variable costs

• …but there is not a reduction in turnover.

• Does the loss of CO2 allowance fit under this definition of cover? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Company must give up CO2 allowances equal to the volume of CO2 output – if don’t produce, don’t release emissions so reduction in CO2 allowance must relinquish. Therefore, measurable volume of CO2 saving.ICOWLoss of CO2 allowances result in an increase in variable cost of production. This is not, though, an expense incurred to reduce turnover, it is an increase instead in a normal business expense.As established, there is no loss of turnover, so the expense does not diminish the reduction in turnover.
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Should the loss of Future Free Allowances be covered?

Is it reasonable to take a saving but not cover the future loss?

How could the policy wording be changed to cover future losses? 

Is the current policy wording adequate? 

Questions raised on 
current claims

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Modifications:Change the Gross Profit definition to include language to cover any future allowances lossSpecific Endorsement to cover Future Losses
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Takeaways on 
Carbon Credits

Major issue for insureds, significant money at stake

Potential to scale dependent on pricing, plus sector growth

Likely an issue for the next 10 years 

Is there a need for new cover (sub limited)?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
….until removal of free allowances



THANK YOU

Adam Humphrey
CEO, GRS International
ahumphrey@globalrisksolutions.com

Rob McNeil
Director, Energy, GRS International
rmcneil@globalrisksolutions.com

Ian Trevitt
Partner, C. Lewis
Ian.Trevitt@clewis.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
office map/adam/rob/ian contact
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